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Many students tend to provide intuitively appealing (but incorrect) responses to some physics questions despite
demonstrating (on isomorphic questions) the formal knowledge necessary to reason correctly. These
inconsistencies in reasoning are persistent and remain even after evidence-based instruction. This project
probed whether a collaborative group exam could serve not only as an innovative assessment tool but also as
an instructional intervention that helps address persistent reasoning difficulties. Specifically, students were
given opportunities to revisit their answers to questions known to elicit intuitively appealing responses in a
collaborative group exam component immediately following a traditional individual exam. The efficacy of this
approach was compared to that of a more traditional instructor-led exam review session. Both approaches
yielded moderate improvements in performance on the final exam. However, additional multi-faceted data
analysis provided further insights into student reasoning difficulties that suggested further implication for
instruction and research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

therefore should be fostered in college instruction.
It has been shown that collaborative group work is
effective in engaging students in socially mediated
metacognition in which group members share their
individual thinking, evaluate ideas, receive feedback, and
monitor each other’s reasoning [14-18]. As such, it is likely
that a collaborative work environment may be effective in
helping students both identify reasoning red flags and
mediate intuitive ideas via analytical reasoning. In recent
years, a different form of collaborative group work, the
collaborative exam, has gained momentum in the science
education community [19-36]. An emerging body of
research suggests that collaborative exams have marked
benefits that include improved performance [25-32],
increased motivation [33], and decreased test anxiety [26].
While collaborative exams appear to be a promising and
innovative educational tool, many aspects of its efficacy are
still under investigation [33, 34]. For instance, instructors
often raise concerns that collaborative exams simply
promote the propagation of correct answers, do not facilitate
individual growth, and are challenging to implement. At the
same time, emerging evidence suggests that collaborative
exams do often promote individual learning if students are
given adequate time to meaningfully examine their responses
(even if none of the students were able to arrive at a correct
answer on their own) [24]. In addition, the impact of group
exams is enhanced even further in classrooms where a
collaborative group work is a norm, thus capitalizing on the
alignment between assessment and instruction [34].
As stated above, collaborative group work fosters
socially mediated metacognition which may help students
learn to recognize reasoning red flags and develop strategies
for resolving inconsistencies. The high-stakes environment
of an exam setting may boost this effect further by enhancing
student motivation to arrive at a correct response with correct
reasoning. Because students were graded based on the
quality of their reasoning, they may have been particularly
motivated to examine their thinking as opposed to just
accepting an answer as correct. The latter may happen more
frequently during regular classroom instruction.

Many research-based instructional materials and
techniques produce positive impacts on various aspects of
student learning, including conceptual understanding and
reasoning [1-6]. At the same time, a growing body of
research suggests that, even after targeted instruction
designed to address persistent student difficulties, many
students continue to reason inconsistently [3-6]. In
particular, some students are able to demonstrate necessary
conceptual understanding on some physics tasks but fail to
do so on isomorphic tasks that require the application of the
same knowledge and reasoning but also tend to elicit strong
intuitively appealing ideas [7-10].
An overarching goal of our project is to identify factors
and instructional circumstances that appear to enhance
productive student reasoning in physics. Existing classroom
interventions developed by physics education researchers
appear to improve the level of consistency in student
reasoning with various degrees of success. In this project we
probe the efficacy of another (perhaps less conventional)
form of instructional intervention, the collaborative group
exam, as a strategy to help students identify and resolve
inconsistencies in their reasoning that remain even after
instruction. In this paper, we discuss the motivation for this
work, specific aspects of implementation, and implications
for instruction.
II. MOTIVATION AND THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
The dual process theory of reasoning developed in
cognitive psychology has been used to account for many
observed inconsistencies in student reasoning in physics [1113]. The theory suggests that two processes are involved in
most reasoning tasks: process 1 is quick, subconscious, and
intuitive while process 2 is slow, logic-based, and deliberate.
The most critical aspect of the interactions between the two
processes is that process 1 cannot be turned off; we perceive
the world around us through the lens of the quick and
automatic process 1. Process 2 may only intervene after
process 1 has formed an intuition-based mental model of a
given situation. Productive intervention by process 2 requires
correct and relevant background knowledge (e.g.,
understanding of relevant physics concepts). However,
because process 2 is often impaired by reasoning biases of
its own, the presence of relevant background knowledge
alone may not be sufficient. For example, individuals tend to
look for evidence that supports what they already believe to
be true (i.e., confirmation bias). To catch a mistake,
process 2 must be placed on alert by detecting reasoning “red
flags.” We argue that becoming aware of one’s own
reasoning and developing the ability to recognize (and act
upon) reasoning red flags represents a critical step for
developing an expertise in physics. Moreover, the benefits of
developing such cognitive reflection skills extend to other
areas of human functioning beyond a physics classroom and

III. METHODS
This study was conducted in two semesters of an
introductory calculus-based mechanics course serving
primarily non-physics majors at a mid-size, research-focused
land grant university. In both semesters, different instructors
implemented active learning techniques such as peer
instruction, tutorials, and collaborative group work.
In semester 1, we employed the two-stage exam design,
featuring an individual component and a group component,
during a 2-hour class period. First, students completed the
test individually and submitted their written responses (~60
min); then, following a short break, students were given an
opportunity to work in collaborative groups (~40 min). In our
study, the collaborative portion included a subset of
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questions from the individual component, including those
questions known to reveal persistent incorrect intuitive
responses. Questions from the individual component that are
irrelevant to this study were also included. During the
collaborative group component, students were allowed to
choose their own group partners, but they overwhelmingly
stayed within the groups formed during regular classroom
instruction. Although students were encouraged to discuss
responses to the collaborative component in their groups,
they were required to submit their own answers with detailed
explanations of their reasoning. In semester 1, 68 students
completed individual and group components on 3 midterm
exams. Student performance on the group components
contributed 20% to their midterm grades. Students did not
receive any formal feedback from an instructor during or
after the exams. Semester 1 is considered to provide
“treatment” conditions.
In semester 2, 48 students completed identical exams
individually (no group component was included); however,
the instructor conducted a follow-up classroom session
dedicated to reviewing solutions to the exam and answering
student questions. In both semesters, exam solutions were
not posted. Students did not have access to the exam
problems to review or “study from” before the final exam.
We consider semester 2 to be the “control” condition. We
believe that semester 2 represents traditional exam design
and therefore serves as a baseline to compare the
collaborative exam treatment against. In this study, we
intended to probe the efficacy of the collaborative exam as a
learning tool rather than an assessment tool, with a specific
focus on probing the impact of this intervention on student
performance on questions that tend to elicit intuitively
appealing (but incorrect) ideas that persist even after
classroom instruction.
To probe the level of consistency in student reasoning,
we used the screening-target methodology, which employs a
pair of isomorphic questions. A screening question probes
whether a student possesses the knowledge and skills
necessary to analyze a given situation correctly. A target
question requires the application of the same formal
knowledge and skills but includes surface features that tend
to elicit incorrect intuitively appealing ideas.
An example of a screening-target question pair is shown
in Fig. 1. On the screening question, most students correctly
recognize that, because box A remains at rest, the net force
on the box must be zero; therefore, the force of static friction
must be equal in magnitude to the applied 30 N force. The
target question requires the application of the same reasoning
because both boxes remain at rest while identical 30N
horizontal forces act on each box. However, ~25% of the
students who answer the screening question correctly do not
use the correct reasoning approach on the target question.
Instead, they tend to argue that the magnitude of the friction
force on box A is less than that on box B because the
coefficient of static friction between the surface and box A is
smaller. Through the lens of dual process theory, we argue

FIG. 1. An example of a screening-target question pair
that the inclusion of the extraneous information on the target
question cues an automatic but incorrect response that
“higher  implies higher friction.” It appears that students
who make this type of error immediately and subconsciously
embrace this response as correct, while the mathematical
relationship (irrelevant in this case) between kinetic friction
fk and k, fk = kN, provides further confirmation of the
intuitive -based response.
The screening-target pair in Fig. 1 served as one of the 5
pairs of questions included across the individual components
of the 3 midterm exams. The other 4 pairs were designed in
the context of kinematics graphs [6], Newton’s 3rd law [35],
dynamics of circular motion, and work and energy [36]. In
both semesters, 1 question pair was included on exam 1 and
2 pairs were included on exams 2 and 3. In semester 1, each
target question was also included in the collaborative group
exam component. As stated above, students were required to
provide in-depth reasoning since their work was graded
based on the quality of explanations rather than the
correctness of answers.
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To assess the effect of both conditions on student
performance on questions that tend to elicit incorrect
intuitive (rather than correct formal) reasoning, all five target
questions were also included on the final exam in both
semesters. We recognized that the most significant limitation
of this approach was the possibility of students giving
memorized responses. However, the decision to include the
same set of five target questions on the final exam was made
after careful considerations. First, since student intuitively
appealing ideas are often cued by specific features of a task,
designing new versions of target questions may introduce
new variables without necessarily addressing the possibility
of a memorized response. As such, we opted for a more
parsimonious design. Second, given the persistent nature of
student difficulties, we were interested in probing the
impacts of the two interventions under the most favorable
conditions. Moreover, results of data analysis discussed in
Section IV suggest that the memorization of correct
responses is not a major factor affecting student performance
on the final exam. The time between testing on a midterm
exam and re-test on the final exam varied from several
months (for midterm 1) to several weeks (for midterm 3).

reasoning that suggest that a fraction of the students who are
able to apply correct conceptual understanding on screening
questions tended not to deploy those correct reasoning
approaches on target questions which elicit intuitively
appealing responses. More significantly, a third of all correct
responses on the screening questions were followed by an
inconsistent response on the corresponding target question
([1,0]/([1,1]+[1,0])) suggesting that even in the presence of
correct conceptual understanding many students had not yet
developed strategies to recognize intuitively appealing, but
incorrect, ideas and to override them with correct reasoning
acquired during formal physics instruction. Understanding
and addressing this type of reasoning errors is an overarching
goal of this project.
Approximately a quarter of all responses revealed that
students had not developed a basic conceptual understanding
as evident by the incorrect responses to both screening and
target questions (codes [0,0]).
A small fraction of codes [0,1] demonstrated
inconsistencies in student reasoning; however, further
research is needed to pinpoint the sources of this error
(student carelessness on screening questions, guessing on
target questions, etc).
The sankey diagrams in Fig. 2 provide some help with
data visualization: the vertical bars on the left side of each
diagram represent prevalence of specific codes on the
midterms (also included in Table 1). The bars on the right
side represent student performance on the final exam.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Student individual responses were coded in a binary
format with a score of 1 or 0 given to correct or incorrect
responses, respectively. Then, each pair of student screeningtarget responses received one of four possible codes [i,j], with
i and j representing performance on the screening and target
questions, respectively.
Three approaches to data analysis and interpretation were
employed: (1) a course-level analysis involving comparison
of all aggregated [i,j] codes pre- and post-treatment in the
two conditions, (2) a student-level analysis using a matched
pre- and post-treatment data for each student, and (3) a
question-level analysis conducted to probe shifts in student
performance on each question.
Analysis of performance pre-treatment. A course-level
analysis of student performance on the individual
components of the three midterms revealed nearly identical
results in the two semesters (see Table 1) suggesting no
difference in the student populations before treatments.
Close to half of the total student responses to the five pairs
of screening-target questions were correct and consistent
(codes [1,1], 42% and 47%): students answered both
screening and target questions correctly. Nearly a fifth of all
responses were coded as [1,0] revealing inconsistencies in

FIG. 2. Sankey diagram showing shifts from midterm
responses to final responses (in aggregate) for both
treatments.
A student-level analysis confirmed the result above, that
no significant difference in student populations was
detectable before the treatments. Specifically, for individual
midterm responses, the average numbers of correct responses
to
target
questions
(per
student)
were
𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚
𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚
< 𝑁𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏
>= 2.7 and < 𝑁𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤
>= 2.9 for the
collaborative exam and instructor-led exam review
conditions respectively, with nearly equal variance. This
difference is not statistically significant (t-test, p>0.05).
Analysis of student performance post-treatment. In both
conditions, student performance on the five target questions

TABLE 1. Student individual performance on midterms.
Codes
[1,1]
[1,0]
[0,0]
[0,1]

Semester 1
(collaborative group
exam condition)
42%
20%
27%
11%

Semester 2
(instructor-led exam
review condition)
47%
17%
25%
11%
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included on the final exam improved significantly. The
average number of correct responses per student increased
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
from the numbers reported above to < 𝑁𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡,𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏
>=
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
< 𝑁𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡,𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 >= 3.5. This increase is statistically
significant (t-test, p<0.05). While these averages are equal,
the effect size (Cohen’s d) of the collaborative exam
condition, dCollab=0.64, is larger than that in the exam review
condition, dReview=0.44, primarily due to a smaller variance in
the student performance on the final exam in the
2
2
collaborative exam condition (𝜎𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏
= 0.84, 𝜎𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤
=
1.47). Still, we find the moderate effect of the collaborative
exam (dCollab=0.64) to be reassuring given that the students
in this condition did not receive any formal feedback from a
source of “authority” (e.g., the instructor or exam solutions).
In addition, the smaller variance in performance on the final
exam in that condition seems to suggest that the collaborative
exam treatment may be more equitable.
The two vertical bars on the right-hand side of each
sankey diagram in Fig. 2 illustrate course-level student
performance on the final exam. In both conditions, the
fractions of correct responses were the same (69%), which is
consistent with the student-level analysis of the shifts in the
average number of correct responses per student. However,
the sankey diagrams reveal an interesting (and remarkably
consistent) pattern in the “flow” of student responses from
midterms to the final which allows for additional insights
into nuanced aspects of the shifts in student performance.
Nearly all [1,1] codes assigned to the midterm performance
are also linked to correct answers to the target questions on
the final exam suggesting that in the presence of conceptual
understanding (indicated by the correct performance on the
screening questions) student correct responses to the target
questions appear to be stable over time.
Approximately half of the incorrect responses to the
target questions on midterms ([1,0]+[0,0]) switched to
correct answers on the final exam independent of
performance on the screening questions or the treatment
condition. Multiple interpretations are possible. One may
expect that students who demonstrated correct conceptual
understanding on a screening question would be more likely
to improve their reasoning on the target question and
therefore would be more likely to reason correctly on the
final exam. The absence of this dependence may suggest that
the improved performance on the final exam is a result of
memorization. We argue, however, that the tendency to
memorize is not a major factor in the observed improvement
due to the following. First, as stated above, the exam
solutions were not posted for review at any point during the
semester. Second, the most significant improvement in
performance was observed on the question included on
midterm 1 (a few months before the final) with the smallest
improvement observed on one of the questions included on
midterm 3 (two weeks before the final). Third, and most
importantly, a question-level analysis revealed that students
appear to improve more on those questions that yielded
higher performance on a midterm (at least 60% correct). This

finding suggests that some intuitive ideas that remain even
after formal instruction could be further addressed during (or
after) summative assessment by implementing either a
collaborative group exam component as a part of the
assessment process, or by following up with an instructor-led
exam review. At the same time, other intuitive patterns of
reasoning appear to be less responsive to the “quick”
interventions examined here and may require more targeted
classroom instruction that takes into account both student
conceptual difficulties and tendencies to reason intuitively.
Our explorative data analysis helped identify contexts in
which incorrect reasoning patterns do not appear to be
responsive to the treatments described here (i.e., dynamics of
circular motion, and work and energy); however, further
research is needed to generalize to other instructional
conditions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this project, we probed the impacts of a collaborative
group exam and an instructor-led exam review in addressing
student reasoning difficulties that remain even after
classroom instruction. Results suggest that both approaches
led to comparable improvements in performance on
questions that tend to elicit incorrect intuitively appealing
responses even in the presence of correct conceptual
understanding. Nevertheless, we advocate for the
implementation of the collaborative group exam approach in
courses in which student group work is established to be a
norm. A synergy between the classroom instruction and this
assessment technique may provide additional benefits to
student learning not examined in this study (e.g., developing
social networks of support) as well as the potential for more
equitable improvements in student reasoning.
Further, we argue that the two approaches examined in
this study may serve not only as instructional techniques but
also as research tools for identifying those patterns of
incorrect student reasoning that require priority during
instruction. Indeed, our results revealed that improvements
in student performance appear to be higher on questions that
already yielded fairly satisfactory performance on midterms.
This suggests that perhaps the corresponding classroom
instruction was already effective in addressing conceptual
and reasoning difficulties so that some students simply
needed a gentle nudge provided by the examined
interventions. At the same time, on those questions that
yielded less satisfactory performance on midterms, the
effects of the interventions were minimized, thus suggesting
the need for more rigorous targeted instruction.
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